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The Horizon: Arisen, Book 6

The operators face their demons Mission complete, Alpha team enjoys their first chance to breathe
and tend to their humanity. But the darkness leaves them alone with their demons - and those who
have found love may yet learn that it is fatally incompatible with duty.... The carrier faces
unimagined threats The JFK steams for Africa despite rumors of lone Zulus still wandering
belowdecks. But when Dr. Park and Sarah Cameron are trapped in an isolated compartment, they
learn that one Zulu can kill you just as dead as ten million - while up on the flight deck, a lone
assassin inflicts horrific damage on the hopes for a cure.... London preps for humanity's last stand
Amarie and the Tunnelers find themselves resettled in a chillingly postapocalyptic London, where
mini outbreaks are hushed up, and the displaced will cut your throat just to take your shoes - all as
history's largest fixed fortification goes up along the M25 ring road around the capital.... The Royal
Marines drop into hell Lieutenant Jameson and his battered Royal Marines launch, by air, to retrieve
a rare biomedical device, which is indispensable to developing a vaccine - but that lies buried at the
center of a perilously rotting structure in a city of millions (all dead). When the walls come down and
the horde descends, Jameson may be the last man standing - and his only chance of survival lies
with a lone Apache pilot who refuses to obey her orders to abandon him.... Hope survives - but the
story of humanity is not yet written.
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After book five and the battle of the aircraft carrier, I thought this series could not get any better, how

wrong I was.It's starts of slow, each member of the A team reminiscing what had happened and
how they where dealing with it, but wouldn't you just know the Arisen authors start to speed up and
here comes more bum puckering, how they come up with some of these ideas I will never know.If
this could ever be made into a movie series it would knock the socks WWZ and walking dead
easy.Bought it on Tuesday evening and finished it by Wednesday evening and Wednesday was a
working day!Thank you Michael Stephen Fuchs and Glynn James for another riveting story.

As someone who loves the zombie genre in all it's twisted variations (fast ones, slow ones, no
special powers, lots of special powers, funny, serious, etc.) I must admit that the Arisen series has
become my go-to military zombie series. It has a solidness and believability that is often lacking in
other books with a similar theme. Personally, I can't wait for the next one.

No spoilers!After 4 books of continuous action set pieces, it was nice to have Alpha slow down and
regroup, and for us to see how they have been affected by all that has happened in such a short
time. The slow addition of Jameson and his boys over the last few books paid off as they took
center stage back in Britain on the set pieces, but Alpha still had their hands full on the ship.And the
ending....well, let's just say that Book Seven is set up for some major additions to the cast of heroes,
along with some major complications.Bottom line: If you've made it this far in the series, don't stop
now....lest a foxtrot catch you....

I have just finished reading Arisen 1-8. I have enjoyed all these books and love the characters. I
read the first book in a compilation and had to get all the rest one after the other. The characters are
so well written and you really care about them right away.Alpha Group is totally Awesome !! It's hard
to say who I liked best. Juice, Handon, Ali, Homer, and Pred !!!You become so involved with these
characters that when something happens to one of them you feel for them. You learn a great deal
about Special Ops, different weapons, the heart of our Country's and England's Best of the Best of
the Best to help us survive the end of the world. They are well trained people who put it on the line
in conditions most of us would just give up and die in.I can't wait for book number 9 to come out and
will get the prequels while I'm waiting. I have found two new author's that I like and will search out
other books by them, and look forward to reading them. I don't like to tell about the books I read
because it spoils it for people who have yet to read them. I hope everyone gets these books. They
are really good stories, really good characters except for a really bad guy living alone way far away he will be back.....Oh No !!!!I hope everyone enjoys these books as much as I have they rock it in

the book world !!!These books have everything you look for in a good book. Kind people, bad
people, in-charge people, scared people, hero's.....on and on must read these books.....

I LOVE this series. Edge of your seat action and characters that you truly care about. If you love
zombie books as much as I do, then you absolutely HAVE TO read this series!! I guarantee you will
not be disappointed with these books! I am eagerly awaiting book 7

Since i got my kindle last year I've been reading a ton of zombie books...really have been enjoying
the freedom of downloading a book anytime i want and depending on reviews to help me with my
choices. I figure the truth lies somewhere in between the good and poor reviews. I. Love. This.
Series! it's awesome. The two writers collaborating on this fiction are providing readers with a
unique and honest view of the love of story telling through the eyes of two authors with different
styles, strengths, weaknesses and knowledge. though i do believe a little more humanity could be
thrown in for good measure. what is the fight for humanity worth if there isn't anything to love or
enjoy? the stories are seen through the eyes of military type people so the books are filled with non
stop and i'm guessing fairly accurate information in defense and tactics. after reading these books i
feel i could pick up a rifle and defend my self fairly well. lol. hell im ready to take on Fick. lol. so I'm
enjoying the character development of the civilians because that is what i can identify with. i have
never read a book with this amount of non stop heroics, bravery and really clever writing. just when
you think a situation can't get any worse...it does! but the writers logically and carefully resolve the
horrific nightmare situations without being flip or implausible or unrealistic where the heroes don't
die and the weak always fail. i can only accept they can do this with team work and very different
imaginations and expertise. I'm also loving the hilarious one liners! got one for ya...well it probably
couldn't be shared here. oh well. lol. now get to work and bring on book 7!!!!
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